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Trade with the U.S. and Mexico 

SMEs are a growing part 

of the trade discussion and governments should make continued efforts to 

encourage them to develop their potential in this area.
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Figure 1 

Imports and exports to and from U.S. and/or Mexico (% of response) 

 
 

Source: CFIB, 2017 International Trade Survey, May-June 2017.  

Challenges with trade 

Figure 2 

What influences your decision to increase the amount that your 

business exports to countries outside of Canada? (% of response) 

Source: CFIB, 2017 International Trade Survey, May-June 2017.  
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“We're hoping that NAFTA remains relatively the same as any increase in 

tariffs will cause our prices to increase which results in our domestic 

customers hav[ing] to pay more.” - Farming Business Owner, British Columbia.  

government entities can provide 

guidance and approaches to help SMEs navigate these fluctuations that can make 

international trade that much more challenging for many small businesses.

“The challenges remain with the high exchange on the US dollar. Most of 

our plumbing products are imported, either from the U.S. or Mexico, 

NAFTA has been good to us in the past. If it is renegotiated, I don't know 
where it will leave us.”- Plumbing and Heating Business Owner, British Columbia.  

CFIB 

recommends that these funds be invested strategically in areas which could 

provide the most benefit to importers and exporters, including addressing the 

overall costs involved in trade and helping to lower some of the ancillary costs 

that add to the overall costs of shipping.  

 

 

 

http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/trade-transportation-corridors-initiative.html
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Figure 3 

What would you say are the biggest challenges for your business when 

exporting your goods and/or services outside of Canada? (% of response) 

Source: CFIB, 2017 International Trade Survey, May-June 2017. 

 

Figure 4 

Does the potential renegotiation of NAFTA alter or change your 

export/import plans in any way? (% of response) 

Source: CFIB, 2017 International Trade Survey, May-June 2017.  
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 we 

recommend that the government share as much information as they possibly can 

throughout the negotiation process. Immediately following the negotiation 

period, we would suggest focusing government efforts on providing SMEs with 

tailored information on any changes that would potentially impact existing trade 

relationships (both for better or for worse), as well as provide more detailed 

information on how SMEs will benefit from a renegotiated NAFTA agreement. 

“I think it would be very prudent for the media to educate the general 

public on how [NAFTA] now works, and [what] would be the result of the 
proposed changes. Keep the public informed.”- Construction Business Owner, British 

Columbia.  

Small business priority areas 

“We are happy with NAFTA and a major change would be disruptive to some extent depending 

on the significance of the changes.”(Manufacturing Business Owner, Alberta) 
 
“We import a number of Duty Free products via NAFTA. Less cost means cheaper prices for our 

customers. Unless it is going to be expanded in some way, I would not think it is an advantage to 

change NAFTA.” (Machinery and Equipment Business Owner, Alberta) 

 
“I feel it will impact our business greatly. We are a small company (9 people) and it already is 
enough of a struggle to import supplies and export our product with the exchange rate and 

duties that is a part of doing business. Free trade (NAFTA) was supposed to make things easier, 
but it is still a bunch of costly hoops that we have to go through in every transaction. If NAFTA is 
renegotiated, it’s just going to get that much more difficult for little businesses to survive doing 

business with other countries. I feel eventually it will result in the small businesses closing the 

doors.” (Sporting Arms Business Owner, Saskatchewan) 

 

“NAFTA has allowed us to keep our prices low and our customers are able to pass these savings 
on to their customers. Ultimately, any increases in tariffs will be passed along to Canadian 

consumers via higher shipping costs.” (Transportation Business Owner, Manitoba) 

 
“Keep the border open and flowing on both sides. There is no reason it cannot be negotiated for 

all parties to win. We must remain respectful of each government.” (Marine Products Business 

Owner, Ontario) 
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“Our firm has been importing from the U.S. and Europe (via the U.S. now) for many years prior 
to NAFTA. It definitely is more cost effective and easier with the trade agreement. Anything that 

will slow our importing will definitely impact our business.” (Home Furnishing Business Owner, 

Ontario) 

 

CFIB strongly encourages the federal 

government to ensure that the free flow of labour remains an important 

component of NAFTA and work to improve and clarify labour mobility rules. 

“Clarity for Canadian exporters to the U.S. in regards to business travel to attend tradeshows, 

attend meetings without running into confusion regarding work status…”(Retail Business 
Owner, Ontario) 

 
“NAFTA has been good for our business. As long as professional services can be traded across 
the U.S. Border, then [a] re-negotiation of NAFTA is a non-issue for us. However, if some form of 

taxation is introduced as part of a re-negotiation […], then it could be quite a painful transition 

for us.” (Technology Business Owner, Ontario) 

 

“Free trade for professional services to enable talent to travel and provide value to U.S. 
customers.” (Advising and Management Business Owner, Saskatchewan) 
 

“For our business, it is important that goods be able to flow freely between Canada and the U.S. 
It is also critical for us to be able to send personnel down to the States in order to install and 
service our equipment. We have had issues the past couple of years with personnel being turned 

away when crossing the border for purposes of installing our equipment. We are prepared for 
the potential that if NAFTA was canceled, it could result in the closing of our business.” (Machine 
Manufacturing Business Owner, Ontario) 

 
“Reciprocity in recognizing professional qualifications between Ontario and various American 
states, in order [to] provide architectural services, with or without a local architect in that state.  

There is no consistency in approach. Technically NAFTA was meant to smooth the process. A re-
negotiated agreement risks even the certainty we currently have.” (Architectural Business Owner, 
Ontario) 

 
“We find it difficult to provide after-sale service and support in the US.  It would be helpful if the 
process of obtaining TN Visas for service technicians was less cumbersome.” (Computer and 

Electronics Business Owner, Ontario) 
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“Much of our U.S. business relies on us being able to get TN or B1 visas.  The TN visas are a 

NAFTA provision allowing professionals to work across the border. Getting that visa should be a 
formality, but it is often a bureaucratic hassle. It would be nice to see that process streamlined so 
that visas can be pre-arranged and we are never turned back at the border due to some border 

agent's mood that day.” (Computer Systems Business Owner, ON) 

 

CFIB therefore recommends that NAFTA discussions include sub-national levels 

of government when working towards regulatory cooperation and/or 

harmonization of tax and regulatory systems across multiple levels of 

government. 

 

The Canadian and U.S. governments should consider expanding the RCC to 

include sub-national levels of government, focusing more on issues of importance 

to smaller industries, and consider incorporating it into NAFTA. 

“Tax issues. For a small company exporting to various states in the U.S. we have to be very 

careful to not have a U.S. permanent establishment or the individual U.S. tax laws would eat us 
up. Restrictions on our staff providing training in the U.S. to customers are excessive.” 
(Manufacturing Business Owner, Ontario) 

 
“Taxation of Canadian corporations within the U.S. While there is a tax treaty between Canada 
and the U.S., there is none at the provincial or state level. As a result many states tax Canadian 

corporations who sell into those states.” (Packaging Business Owner, Quebec) 

 

CFIB would recommend that there be better alignment in how the 

duty refund programs are administered within NAFTA and, at the very least, find 
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ways to simplify it in Canada so that SMEs do not continue to absorb this 

unnecessary cost.  

“U.S. imported goods are subject to import charges even though they were imported in the U.S. 

already and paid import charges there resulting in higher costs to me (double duty essentially).” 
(Retail Business Owner, Ontario) 

 
“Erase the double duty when a product arrives from [Asia] in the U.S. and then is redutied when 
it comes into Canada.” (Building Supplies Business Owner, New Brunswick) 

We would strongly discourage changes that would complicate or tighten the 

Rules of Origin. Instead, we would encourage that the Rules of Origin 

requirements be easy to understand, clearly communicated, and include solid 

examples of what is required. Governments should also work towards providing 

smaller businesses with guidance on how to navigate the rules in an effort to 

encourage more trade among NAFTA countries.   

“HTSUS Codes are way too complicated. Proving North American Origin on […] goods is way too 

complicated."MPF" Fee is a Default Duty that the U.S. applies on Duty Free Goods. It's nonsense 

and requires an often impossible amount of paperwork to waive.” (Transportation Business 
Owner, British Columbia.) 
 

“I deal with scrapbooking supplies - a very narrow niche market. The supplies come from all over 
the world, but are not well defined within the tariff coding dependent on the country of origin. 
Duty rates seem to be at the whim of politicians rather than reflect any actual reason why they 

should be set where they are…” (Retail Business Owner, Ontario) 
 
“Unless there is a product that is unique and can be sold readily into countries outside Canada 

and where the bulk of the sales will be, exporting is quite daunting. Rules of origin specifically 
can be a problem. If I produce a product made from a particular wood, for example some 
countries such as the U.S. require information on chemicals used to treat the wood and where 

the wood was sourced…” (Retail Business Owner, Ontario) 
 
“We like that it is duty free for North American produced products. A challenge is sometimes to 

know where goods are actually produced - there can be multiple countries of origin on a single 
unit (we deal with telecom equipment/electronics).We would like further simplification around 
the fee structure and the ability to enter all information online for efficiency.”(Recycling Business 

Owner, Ontario) 
 
“I would like to see the country of origin rules re-negotiated, because there are many ingredients 

for food and natural health products that are not possible to find in Canada, although we add 
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most of the value to the product by packaging it in Canada and making it ready to go on the 
retail market shelves…” (Health Foods Business Owner, British Columbia) 
 

“Current NAFTA works very well. A major change in rules of origin could have a negative effect.” 
(Manufacturing Business Owner, Ontario)  
 

“Changes to rules of origin would be very disruptive - right now we have a handle of how the 
use of foreign inputs into our products affects Canadian rule of origin. The rules work well and 
are balanced.  A new blanket requirement for increased Canadian or U.S. content would be bad 

because the whole supply chain here has so many international components…”(Processing and 
Manufacturing Business Owner, Ontario) 
 

“The Country of Origin certification for duty free imports from USA producers has worked very 
well for us and will hopefully be left intact.”(Agricultural Business Owner, Ontario) 
 

“It will complicate things as we sell products into the U.S. that might be made in U.S., Canada or 
Mexico by the same manufacturer. Since we would then have to identify country of origin rather 
than just NAFTA item, it will increase paperwork and likely frustrations for our customers when 

items are incorrectly assessed. [It will] likely create the same frustration for our suppliers in the 
U.S.” (Tourism Business Owner, Ontario) 

 

CFIB recommends that any renegotiation of NAFTA 

include a chapter that focuses on simplifying rules with the aim of reducing the 

overall administrative burden for small businesses involved in trade. Below are 

many specific examples of non-tariff trade barriers we would encourage the 

Canadian government to raise in their discussions with the U.S. and Mexico. 

“I hope Canada will level the playing field. The U.S. is constantly imposing trade barriers above 

and beyond NAFTA. Here are the barriers that stopped me from exporting to the USA : 2012 
Merchandise Processing Fee (MPF) payable to U.S. Customs, 2011 Food Safety modernization Act 
April 2011 (initiated 2 months after Harper & Obama agreed to smoother trade), 2010 bill 

requiring legal representation, Lacey Act Phase IV implementation and permits required, ISF-5 
Filing for Freight Remaining on Board (FROB), Importer Security Filing (ISF) security initiative, the 
Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009, H.R. 2749 USDA COOL Program (starting this month-

fees still unknown), CT-PAT compliance, wood pallet compliance, Plant protection compliance, 
US continuous import bond ($500 per year non-refundable), State Agriculture labeling approvals 
($35 to $75 per product, per state per year), FDA food compliance (cost per shipment), USDA 

beef permits, plus more.” (Automotive Business Owner, Ontario) 
 
“The biggest challenge administratively is the paperwork involved. Particularly with RMA [return 

merchandise authorization] equipment manufactured in the U.S. It is not as simple as getting the 
RMA and boxing up the goods to return to the manufacturer. Purchasing equipment poses its 
own challenges when considering the value of the Canadian dollar.”  (Broadcasting Business 

Owner, Northwest Territories) 
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“Red tape is atrocious for a free trade agreement. U.S border agents are often very aggressive 
applying rules and make preparing for U.S. trade shows and business trips into the U.S. very 
difficult, time consuming and expensive.” (Automotive Business Owner, British Columbia)  

 
“We need to have duty-free access to the U.S. consumer market. There are already many non-
financial barriers to trade such as outer case labeling, country-of origin labeling, food colours 

which are different between countries, nutrition facts labeling is different, etc. We need fewer 
impediments to trade, not more.” (Food Product Packaging and Distribution Business Owner, 
Manitoba) 

 
“One of the biggest paper burns and waste of time with exporting to the U.S. is the 'Conflict 
Mineral' requirements. This is a document that U.S. public companies must comply with but is 

impossible for small Canadian companies to comply with. What they want with this doc is a 
declaration of which smelter in the world made the metal for the parts that are in the 
equipment. Every screw, solder for wires, parts used ... Everything.  An impossible barrier to 

cross.” (Services Business Owner, Alberta) 
 
“TPL (Tariff Preference Level) on textiles/fabric import quantity. By august the TPL is all used up 

and then we have to pay 18% duty on those imports because the allocation of SME (square 
meter equivalents) from the U.S to Canada is in a calendar year, so whichever company that 
imports at the beginning of the year can make the most use of the TPL and companies who 

order later in the year get stuck with the duty being applied. It is not a fair method of 
determining […] who benefits from the TPL.” (Retail Clothing Business Owner, Alberta) 
 

“I would like to see the removal of the U.S. merchandise processing fee.” (Manufacturing 
Business Owner, Ontario) 
 

“W8-Ben was a result of the NAFTA/FTA. We sell software over the web to companies around 
the world, but particularly in U.S. Even with the W8-Ben the IRS hassles our customers. Losing 
the effects of the W8-Ben would end our business.” (Electronics and Appliances Business Owner, 

Ontario) 

 

Trade facilitation is an important priority area and negotiators on 

all sides should focus on making border processes easier for importers and 

exporters.
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Better regulatory cooperation between departments and agencies both within a 

national government and between governments, would help reduce the 

administrative burden faced by many small Canadian businesses. 

“Homeland security has done a "Random Inspection" on almost all our exports (made in Canada 
furniture) to the U.S. and charged us U.S.$650 each time.” (Home Furnishings Business Owner, 

British Columbia) 
 
“U.S. border services paper work is confusing. Their website is not logical or user friendly and has 

foolish details. For example, we export bulk products which are measured in cubic feet (a volume 
measurement) but the U.S. website does not have the correct volume measurement available to 
select, they insist that we have to write on the invoices "square feet" (an area measurement).” 

(Transportation Business Owner, British Columbia) 
 
“Easier to understand CFIA permit, inspection & importation requirements. Less red tape and 

paperwork would make imports less costly.” (Wholesale Business Owner, Alberta) 
 
“The coordination of phytosanitary regulations between USDA and CFIA has always been an 

issue. Ironically the issue is with CFIA not USDA. CFIA is significantly more conservative in 
interpreting regulations than USDA (e.g. CFIA does not allow plants that went through Canadian 
quarantine to enter the U.S. without a phytosanitary certificate, even though USDA is fine with 

it).” (Greenhouse and Nursery Business Owner, Ontario) 

NAFTA should 

work to improve the speed at which trucks are able to cross the border.  

We would therefore encourage the Canadian government to 

consider raising the idea of removing multiple checkpoints when goods are 

travelling across North America so that when it has been inspected once, it can 

then travel right across North America without any significant barriers at the 

border

Therefore, we encourage governments to look at how well these programs serve 
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their intended purpose, and that they are easy to access and more tailored to the 

needs of small firms.

“Efficient truck border crossing procedures and the ability for Canadian trucking companies to 

transport goods from points in the U.S. to other points within the U.S. rather than being limited 
to shipping from Canadian locations to U.S. or from U.S. to Canadian locations.” (Transportation 

Business Owner, Ontario) 
 
“I would like to see more of the barriers removed that make crossing the border with goods 

harder. I should be able to easily take goods across the border with paperwork that I do myself. I 
should not need a broker when my own truck is carrying the goods.” (Automotive Business 
Owner, Ontario) 

 
“Importing from Mexico to Canada using road freight require excessive administration: 
1.Customs brokerage to exit Mexico. 2. Customs brokerage to enter USA. 3. Bonding required to 

truck freight through the USA. 4. Customs brokerage to enter Canada. The flat fees to do these 
four activities are expensive, and a large portion of a shipment freight cost. I would like to see 
the product movement between Mexico and Canada that must travel through the USA be 

without borders and not requiring repetitive customs brokerage.“ (Machinery and Equipment 
Business Owner, Ontario) 

 

CFIB 

strongly recommends that a review of NAFTA include a closer look at how to 

improve current dispute resolution mechanisms to ensure equal treatment of all 

those involved and to guarantee that decisions will be respected by NAFTA 

members.    

“Quicker trade dispute resolution methods.” (Winery Business Owner, Nova Scotia) 

“Canada needs to have a more robust dispute settlement system with the bigger U.S. 

government as in the past, they have raised disputes and applied tariffs that later were 

overturned but the cost to the industries targeted were immediate and impacted the critical mass 

of our sector.” (Farming Business Owner, Alberta) 

It should go without saying that a renegotiation of NAFTA must ensure that trade 

remain as duty-free as possible and that the current range of duty-free goods 

within North America remain as is or be expanded
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“Duty-free imports of U.S.-made furniture should continue. It is the lifeline of our business, as it 
is for all furniture dealers in the commercial furniture industry. Duties might seem to provide an 

advantage to Canadian manufacturers of furniture, but the fact is that there are none in Canada 
with the same scope and range of products as are available in the U.S. Duties would have a 
significant negative impact on our customers and the customers of the industry more broadly.” 

(Retail Business Owner, Ontario) 
 
“I am in the boat business and the importation of U.S. built boats into Canada, depending on the 

exchange rate, is a big part of my business. The reintroduction of duties would be very harmful 
to my business.”(Marine Business Owner, New Brunswick)  
 

“Tariff and duty free are the important things associated with our dealings in the U.S. We've 
been importing for 30 years so would have a difficult time if the border dealings 
change.”(Automotive Business Owner, Ontario) 

 
“Our industry, automotive high performance engine building, has no Canadian parts 
manufacturers. Therefore, everything we use comes from USA, or elsewhere. Any further 

restrictions or costs imposed on importing U.S. goods to Canada will greatly affect our business 
negatively.” (Metal Manufacturing Business Owner, Alberta) 

 

Other NAFTA Issues for discussion 

We recommend that the federal government look at ways to 

modernise NAFTA so that it better reflects today’s technologies and societal 

needs.  

We would be happy to provide further insight on 

how best to balance the needs of online businesses with storefront businesses in 

Canada, if needed.  

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

We recommend that any revision 
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to NAFTA include a chapter specifically addressing the needs and particular 

challenges faced by SMEs involved in trade.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We recognize that 

there have been important actions taken by the federal government in the past 

couple of months to help alleviate some of the burden that U.S. softwood lumber 

tariffs have imposed on the industry, but we also encourage the government to 

continue its work in finding a more permanent solution to a problem that has 

been keeping many business owners awake at night.  

 “While my business is not directly involved in export/import, a major amount of my business 

(75% is with a firm that will be directly impacted by the softwood lumber tariff if it remains in 

place long enough to hurt the Ontario lumber industry. If lumber sales slowdown, less forest will 
be harvested. Less harvesting means less planning for harvesting and less forest regeneration 
work is needed; both are activities which form a major part of my business.”(Forestry Business 

Owner, Ontario) 
 
“Softwood lumber should be included in NAFTA.” (Forestry Business Owner, New Brunswick) 
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“We sell 'high-end' niche market lumber (softwood) and value-added lumber (softwood flooring) 
into the U.S. We are caught in the broad net cast by the U.S. in their efforts to support their 
yellow pine construction industry. Uncertainty does not work well for us.” (Home Improvement 

Business Owner, British Columbia) 
 
“Free Trade without weird duties being imposed, such as currently happening unilaterally in the 

case of softwood lumber, as an example. Reduce the paperwork and keep tariffs to a minimum, 
recognizing that North America is stronger as a united trading zone.” (Financial Services Business 
Owner, Alberta) 

 
“We export softwood lumber to the U.S. That is not part of NAFTA but it should be. However, 
because of the way U.S. business is conducted (through lobbying in Washington, DC) this 

segment of the economy has been used, in the last 35 to 40 years, as a political football for all 

Canadian and American leaders to achieve their personal goals.” (Forestry Business Owner, 

Ontario) 
 

“I think it is critical to resolve the ongoing dispute over softwood lumber shipments to the U.S. 
Canadian industry needs a permanent solution to this ongoing issue.”(Forestry Business Owner, 
Ontario) 

 

Recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

  

o 
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 Movement of labour: 

 

 Sub-national governments: 

 

o 

 “Double-duties”: 

 

 Rules of Origin: 

 

o 

   

 Red-tape (non-tariff barriers): 

 

 Focus on trade facilitation and cooperation within governments: 

o 

 

 Trucking issues: 

o 

o 

 Dispute resolution mechanisms: 
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 The importance of duty-free: 

 

 Keeping with the times: 

o 

 SME chapter: 

 

 Softwood lumber: 

 

Methodology 

2017 
International Trade survey


